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MCA allows holding of EGMs through 
video conferencing and pauses 
Having given relaxations on EGMs, MCA has taken a pause: it has not been 
extended to AGMs. MCA may be waiting to obtain feedback after a round 
of EGMs.  Or it could be expecting that when the AGM season1 - June to 
September, commences, the pandemic will be behind us. Irrespective of its 
the assessment, MCA needs to go the full distance. There are companies 
with a December year-end, and for them this is the time to hold their AGM.  
 
The Companies Act, 2013, requires physical quorum to constitute a valid 
meeting. However, in light of the prevailing COVID-19 situation and the 
mandatory social distancing norms, the MCA, in its clarification dated 8 April 
2020, relaxed this requirement for extraordinary general meetings (EGMs). 
MCA has requested companies to undertake transacting urgent business 
by the way of postal ballots (and e-voting). However, where holding an EGM 
is unavoidable, MCA has allowed such meetings to be conducted through 
video conferencing or other audio-visual means till 30 September 2020. 
 
The requirements for listed companies holding an EGM through electronic 
means are given below: 
 
Notice 

• Convenience of members in different time zones should be kept in 
mind while scheduling the meeting. 

• The notice of the meeting should, along with providing clear 
instructions to access and participate in the meeting, also disclose 
the company’s compliance with the MCA circular. Where notice has 
already been issued, a fresh notice containing these details should 
be circulated after obtaining shorter notice consent from the 
members. 

Facilities to be made available 
• Two-way videoconferencing or webex facility with a capacity of 

allowing participation of at least 1000 members should be provided 
by the company. Members other than directors, KMP, Chairpersons 
of board committees, promoters, large shareholders (>2%), 
institutional investors should be allowed to participate on a first 
come-first serve basis. 

• Facility to join the meeting should be kept open at least 15 minutes 
before the scheduled start time and 15 minutes after the scheduled 
time. 

 
1 IiAS research shows that typically over 95% of the NIFTY 500 companies hold their AGM between June and September, hence 
the term, AGM Season is usually applied to the June to September period.   
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• Facility for remote e-voting should be provided before the meeting, 
in addition to the e-voting system being made available during the 
meeting. 

Attendance and proxies 
• The provision for appointment of proxies has been dispensed with, 

while representatives of bodies corporate can be appointed to 
participate in such meetings. 

• Attendance of members through electronic means will be counted 
for quorum. 

Polling and e-voting 
• Only those members who have not cast their vote through remote 

e-voting shall be allowed to vote at the meeting. 
• Unless the Articles of the company provide otherwise, where less 

than 50 members are present – the members will elect the 
Chairperson for the meeting and in other cases, the Chairperson 
shall be elected through a poll conducted through the e-voting 
system. 

• Voting at the meeting shall be conducted through an e-voting 
system. However, where less than 50 members are present, voting 
may be conducted by show of hands or through the e-voting system 
unless a poll is demanded. 

Post meeting  
• A recorded transcript of the meeting should, as soon as possible, be 

made available on the website of the company. 
• Resolutions passed through this framework will be required to filed 

with the Registrar of Companies within 60 days, so that such 
resolutions may be viewed publicly. 

Other 
• Participation of at least one independent director and the auditor or 

his representative shall be required. 
• Institutional investors should be encouraged to attend and vote at 

the meeting. 
• A helpline number through the RTA or technology provider should 

be provided to shareholders for any assistance required before and 
during the meeting. 

 
Not all issues have been addressed. For example, it is not clear how the 
notice will be sent to shareholders that do not have an email address. Up 
until now, the notices to these shareholders was sent via snail-mail – but in 
the current scenario of a lockdown, this is not possible. The regulators need 
to suggest an alternative. Similar operational issues could arise elsewhere 
in the process of holding an EGM. [Since the publication of this article, MCA 
has issued a clarification on this, and a few other matters. Refer to Exhibit 1 for 
these.]  
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Having given relaxations on EGMs, MCA has taken a pause: it has not been 
extended to AGMs. Further this relaxation does not apply to items of 
‘ordinary business’, viz. adoption of accounts, (re-) appointment of 
auditors, declaration of dividend and (re-) appointment of directors retiring 
by rotation.  
 
MCA may be waiting to obtain feedback after a round of EGMs.  Or it could 
be hoping that when the AGM season - June to September, is finally upon 
us, the pandemic will be behind us. But there are companies with a 
December year-end, and for them this is the time to hold an AGM. Whatever 
the thinking, MCA needs to go the full distance.  
 
 
Exhibit 1: MCA Update 
After the publication of this article, the MCA has issued a clarification 
dated 13 April 2020.  
 
In case of listed companies, notices may now be sent to shareholders only 
through email at their email addresses registered with the company or 
depositories. Members who are yet to register their email addresses 
would need to keep an eye out for updates on general meetings on stock 
exchange and company websites. This procedure is being allowed on 
account of disruption caused in postal services, making it difficult to serve 
or receive notices by post – as we had highlighted. The same procedure 
will also apply to postal ballot notices.  
 
Along with other disclosures, the notice should clearly mention: 
• Compliance with the MCA circular dated 8 April 2020 
• Date and time of the EGM being held through electronic means 
• Availability of the notice on company and stock exchange websites 
• Manner in which members (who have not registered their email IDs) 

can register their email addresses with the company 
• Manner in which members holding physical shares or have not 

registered their email IDs can vote through remote e-voting or 
through the e-voting system made available during the meeting 

 
Additionally, the Chairperson of the meeting should ensure and record 
the fact that the company has taken all possible efforts to enable 
members to participate and vote at the meeting. 
 
Further, MCA had initially allowed voting through show of hands for 
companies having less than 50 members participating. This no longer 
applies, and e-voting options need to be provided in these instances as 
well.  

 
 

http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/Circular17_13042020.pdf
http://www.mca.gov.in/Ministry/pdf/Circular17_13042020.pdf
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Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS). The information contained 
herein is solely from publicly available data, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
on as such. IiAS shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent 
error in the information contained in this report. This document is provided for assistance only and is not intended to be and 
must not be taken construed as legal advice or opinion. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. 
Each recipient of this document should make such investigation as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation 
of the information referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved). The discussions or views expressed 
may not be suitable for all investors. The information given in this document is as of the date of this report and there can be 
no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. This information is subject to change 
without any prior notice. IiAS reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this statement as may be required 
from time to time. However, IiAS is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Nevertheless, IiAS would 
be happy to provide any information in response to specific client queries. Neither IiAS nor any of its affiliates, group 
companies, directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct, indirect, special 
or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information. 
The disclosures of interest statements incorporated in this document are provided solely to enhance the transparency and 
should not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report. 
 
Confidentiality 
This information is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. This information should not 
be reproduced or redistributed or passed on directly or indirectly in any form to any other person or published, copied, in 
whole or in part, for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity 
who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject IiAS to any registration or licensing 
requirements within such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and 
persons in whose possession this document comes, should inform themselves about and observe, any such restrictions. The 
information provided in these reports remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of IiAS. All layout, design, original 
artwork, concepts and other Intellectual Properties, remains the property and copyright of IiAS and may not be used in any 
form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of IiAS. 
 
Other Disclosures 
IiAS is a SEBI registered proxy advisor (Registration number: INH000000024) dedicated to providing participants in the Indian 
market with independent opinions, research and data on corporate governance issues as well as voting recommendations 
on shareholder resolutions of about 800 listed Indian companies (https://www.iiasadvisory.com/iias-coverage-list). Our 
products and services include voting advisory reports, standardized services under the Indian Corporate Governance 
Scorecard, and databases (www.iiasadrian.com and www.iiascompayre.com). There are no significant or material orders 
passed against the company by any of the Regulators or Courts/Tribunals. 
 
This article is a general commentary explaining the recent regulations. 
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About IiAS  
Institutional Investor Advisory Services India Limited (IiAS) is an advisory 
firm, dedicated to providing participants in the Indian market with 
independent opinion, research and data on corporate governance issues as 
well as voting recommendations on shareholder resolutions for ~800 
companies. IiAS provides bespoke research, valuation advisory services and 
assists institutions in their engagement with company managements and 
their boards.  

 
In addition to voting advisory, IiAS offers two cloud-based solutions, IiAS 
ADRIAN, and comPAYre. IiAS ADRIAN captures shareholder meetings and 
voting data and provides packaged data that can be used to gain insights on 
how investors view specific issues and gain greater predictability regarding 
how they might vote. comPAYre provides users access to remuneration data 
for executive directors across S&P BSE 500 companies over a five-year 
period.  
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